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THE PRESIDENT

Do you feel that the law is at all relevant in the fight
against AIDS? Are you disillusioned?
I don't think I'm disilIusioned, but I am trying to be realis
tic. We have known for 20 years how damaging to health

Do you feel that the sort of lawyers who are coming out
of our law schools at the moment are sufficiently
equipped to deal with the legal issues raised by some
thing like AIDS?
Well the first point to make is that it's not good enough to
have deep feelings and to be a concerned person. To be of
use as a lawyer you also have to have high professional
skills. Virtually every day judges have to make choices in
response to lawyers' arguments. That is the lawyer's great
opportunity to influence the decision, but all too often onc
sees that the best talent gravitates to the greatest financial
rewards and the young lawyers of the greatest talent tend
to work in commercial areas. I always thought that to be
natural until one day I realised that many such disputes are
Simply debt collection in a highly sophisticated fonn. Once
you realise that that is all that is involved in such disputes,
the glamour recedes from them. Whereas, to fight a public
law case about the interpretation of prison regulations
which affect when a person will actually be released from
prison, or to deal with a case of contempt which raises the
fundamental conflict between a fair trial and free expres
sion, are more fruitful areas for lawyerly concern. Sadty,
one often sees in those areas that disputes have to be fought
out by lawyers who are inexperienced or willing to perform
their service for nothing. I've expressed the view to some of
the best talent at our Bar that it ought to be part of the
professionalism of the law to do work in good causes. My
answer to your Specific question is that we see some very
good young lawyers in the public law areas, the criminal
law area and so on. But I would like the best of talent to
perfonn work of a public service character, and not to think
that earning a bigger salary or performing debt recovery is
what it is to be a lawyer.
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Do you see those weaknesses manifesting themselves in
the individuallavryers, or the universities?
I think we need a balance of talents and experience to make
us good lawyers. Certainly things have progressed a great
deal, even at the Sydney Law School. It's a question of

What do you feel are the shortcomings of lawyers and
law students today?
In the 15 years since I was first appointed a judge I detect a
certain loss of idealism in our profession. In a sense it
reflects a loss of idealism in our country. I see a tendency
from the judiciary down to be very concerned with money,
rewards, and place in the social pecking ord~r. Whereas, in
a funny old fashioned way, I've always seen our profession
as offering rewards that are beyond price and as offering
people an opportunity of service to their community. Jus
tice Brennan once said that lawyers are ministers of justice.
From the youngest clerk who is given leave to appear
before a court, to the highest judge, we are participating in
the government of our country - the judicial branch of
government - and that is a rare privilege.

The Honourable 'usticeMICHAEL D. KIRBY CMG is President of the NSW Court ofAppeal, and
a Commissioner of the International Commission ofJurists and of the Global Commission on
AIDS. He was also the Chairman of the Australian Law Refonn Commission from 1975~1984.

CHRIS CONNOLLY, KASEY PEARCE and PAUL VOUT spoke to His Honour about the
profession, AIDS and legal ethics.

maintaining all of our legal professional skills and our basic
knowledge of certain core areas of the law, but at the same
time keeping our eyes focussed on the operation of the law
in practice in the way in which it affects ordinary citizens
who are often less well educated and less articulate than we
are. This imposes on us a moral responsibility.

"Nothing is so mischievious as a
lawyer who has strong passions but
who hasn't looked up the relevant
law"
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But are you hesitant about the establishment of a Bill of
Rights in Australia?
I don't think it is politically feasible. I don't believe it will
happen in my lifetime, therefore I tum my attention to
other machinery to protect basic rights, and the common
law is a marvellous instrument. As Balog and many other
recent cases demonstrate, the common law is a great
treasure house of basic principles and of liberty. Although

local transport authority refused to allow advertisements
for condoms in public. I believe we have to target those
who are in most need of the messages. The point of the in
ternational global epidemic of AIDS is that we've got to
target everybody so that everybody is alert. The latest
figures coming from the United States suggest that the
homosexual community, doubtless from attending funerals,
has come to get the message about the spread of the AIDS
virus in its midst. The second wave which is now corning is
of IV drug users who mirror the sexual orientation of the
whole conununity. For example, AIDS is now the biggest
killer of women under 30 in New York. I think that in
Australia, at this stage of the epidemic, money could be bet
ter spent in proportion targeting the communities that need
most urgently to be reached.

Would you think that perhaps a Bill of Rights would be a
more effective way of protecting HIV positive people?
A Bill of Rights does provide the judiciary with a handle
with which to deal with novel problems. In the United
States it has provided the solution to a number of problems
which the Congress was avoiding, such as equal boun
daries of electorates, fair pre-trial conduct by police in
respect of persons accused of criminal offences and, above
all, desegregation and the removal of discrimination against
people on the grounds of their colour or racial origin.

~gisand we have conducted enonnous public educa
_'.&. :ograrns that try to dissuade people from smoking,
L~ye'fvery large numbers of people still smoke. You can't
.ply.pass a law and expect that law to affect people's be
~o-ur. in matters of intense pleasure or self identification

af,sexua1 activity or drug-using. And therefore passing
~Y('\'r'hich penalises with a mere $5000 the passing or the
:~i1tial-passing to another person of a life threatening
~s:is:riotgoing to be a very importa'nt factor in the think
!J,~ People that will stem the spread of this epidemic.
i" ~\~:;;

'~:do 'you suggest we could best protect these
:t\t·~

r,1;liink anti-discrimination laws are one way. That is
,.aradax of law on AIDS. Part of the package of legal
iut~s ;to prevent the spread of the virus must be the

'.-Y;ision of legal protection for people whose conduct puts
lrri 1110st at risk - risk to themselves and, by the spread of
,.yi~~;riSk to the whole of society.

,~:education campaign targeted the right people?
firSt of all, AIDS is not a nasty liille virus that only af

'gays;' AIDS is a human virus. In Afrtca, the Carribbean
,:in>: Latin America, AIDS has never been a
'}~~xual/bisexual condition. Vaginal intercourse is a
'ectly efficient mode of transmitting the AIDS virus and,
~r~,ingly, there are dangers of stereotyping in advertis
?rrip~igns. We saw in the advertisement put to air of

..ples:~n bed, that the television stations would not put to
"p~~~s of two males in bed, because they said it was
,~ry ~~ their ethical code. So to some extent the mes
'f',have been 1", controlled by the standards of the
{arkS: It was the same in New Zealand, where a book

¥':Girl's' Guide To Safe Sex was impounded last year by
11# officials as indecent. Even in Washington DC the
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"If anyone ever tried to do that to me I
would take action in the courts in a very

short time"

given effective operation, but I think in at least two of these
cases I was in dissent..

Do you support the public interest component in defen
cesagainstdefarnation?

The Australian Law Refonn Commission prepared a report
on defamation, long forgotten and now gathering dust on
the shelves of ministers. It was prepared for the Federal
Government and it went to the Standing Committee of At
torneys General. Over the portal of the Standing Committee
is the inscription 'Abandon Hope All Ye Who Enter Here'.
The report was not picked up, partly because of the tension
between those States which had a 'truth only' defence of
justification and those States and Territories which had a
'truth and public interest' element. What the Law Reform
Commission suggested, and what I still think is right, is that
we should have a defence of truth but we should define an
area of unfair publication which constituted undue in

vasion into privacy. That
was one of the purposes
of the public interest com
ponent of the defence of
justification in this State. I
hope that some of the At
torneys General will
remember that report and
look at it now, 50 we may
yet sec it pass into law in
whole or in part.. ·One of
the iundamental
problems of defamation
law is that it's based upon
money compensation
which can be paid in
secret, years later. The
public's interest in know
ing the correct facts is
completely neglected by
the process. We therefore
suggested radical changes

to put an emphasis on court ordered corrections and rights
of reply which protect not only the rights of the person who
is defamed, but also the community's interest in having cor
rect infonnation put before it. So there is a lot of very good.
sense in the Law Reform Commission's report. However,
the experience of law refonn is that you shouldn't hold.
your breath; it often takes a long time in Australia.

On the issue ofJustice Staples you've mentioned that Jus
tice Maddern might in fact have been committing a fraud
on his power as President of the Arbitration Commission.
How would you have dealt with that situation yourself?
I would have applied myself to my legal obligations. The
thought that because I had a personal difference with a
judge of the Court of Appeal, I could r~ster that judge off

h!~/~~:~'~,a Bill of Rights which can stand up against
~1-giislC3,'~~m (as this court held in the BLF Case) we
:he1ess,.'9Q have principles with which lawyers
iFbe fa'miliar and to which they can appeal. The High
:depsipI!.in]ago upheld the view that there is a right
~plaiIl.,~bout the unfairness that can arise from undue
~',pr~~tions.There may be emphasis on the fact
pght to a speetly trial, as such, was denied by the
urt..' That decision was based on the history of the
..1aw. Yet there is a great principle which is af
l}ago,.and that is the right to a fair trial, and speed

.tionJs one, but only one attribute to the fairness.
·~tI~gh, however, wouldn't necessarily agree with
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Ve a social utility we will survive. I have no doubt
.1aY.>yers do have a social utility. It's simply a matter of
Ching economic equity of reward with that utility. But
I,e_~me time we must infuse in the next generation

i~"~OUld never cross ~y mind. If anyone had ever,
do that to me, I would have taken action in the

1ij-'~.very short time. I fear that a lot of the actors in
,pl~Arama come out rather poorly. Justice Staples
was:not entirely immune from criticism. But it is es-
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-'"(Qqre'should hav~ done - what they have done is his-

.~Jri~tter of concern is the very bad precedent it has
,.'' ,ablished. A person who was promised judicial rank,
s)'-sa,lary, designation, title and was promised that he
lcl,:not-be removed from office except by the process
.'~enf ~o that of a Federal Court judge has had all of
Jm~rUses put at naught. It's a very shabby tale. I

~tJ()saY that there is, in this State, an equally shabby
~1<.1tj.:J:'lg to the magistrates who were not reappointed to
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~;think the legal profession's monopoly on con
apcing should continue?
Ih.~t,expect the monopoly over land title conveyancing to

:ryelong, and that has important ramifications because
.;~s'~n the staple of the legal profession. It has tended to
I,~_dethe basic income of lawyers in suburbs and country

s.;;It will be a problem if we are to furnish a legal
>$ion which is not confined merely to the tower blocks
;ltal cities.

:arning a bigger salary or
)!"forming debt recovery is not
~at it is to be a lawyer"

J~Wyers the reminder that the rewards will not be
ini:l.inic only. The opportunity to serve your fellow
~ns and to take part in the government of your country
an':indirect or direct way is one of the privileges of the

·'profession. And it brings a reward all of its own. •
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BROWSE IN COMFORT IN 

SYDNEY'S LEADING LEGAL BOOKSHOP 

233 Macquarie Street 
Sydney NSW 200J! ___ j/';"U I.,?"':'J L 
DK467 Sydney r==l'n .' '~~._n 

~[J/ 11r Phone: .. """"_ ....... ' HYDE PARK :'; 

2332777 ~ ", _LOOO' jl 

Fax: 235 3747'- ":::':"'; • ..:..c--

AN INVITATION TO JOIN AMNESTY 
INTERNATIONAL LAWYERS' GROUP 

o I wish to become active in the lawyers' group and 
also join Amnesty International 

o I would like further information 

Membership Fees: Single - $25 
Double-$35 

Name: 

Address: 

I enclose a cheque for $_ 
OR 
Please debit my Bankcard, ,, _____ _ 

Amnesty Intematlonol 
PO Box 1611 

Broodway NSW 2007 
Ph: (02) 2814188 
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